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Virtual CIO/IT Director
The New Paradigm in Technology 

Leadership for Education



Technology is everywhere in education and is increasingly fun-

damental to the process of teaching and study. According to UK 

government statistics (2014 data) there are 9.9 million full-time 

and part-time pupils in around 32,300 schools in the UK - with 

typically a 16.3 pupil teacher ratio. There are 160 universities and 

other higher education institutions and there was a 14% increase 

in the number of undergraduate first degrees being taken com-

pared to 2008/09.

The cost to the UK to deliver this service stood at £89.5 billion 

in 2013-14, of which the spending on technology in schools was 

£900m. The number of students to available computers was 1.4, yet 

this excludes uncontrolled personal computing devices brought 

into education. Often the student has access to technology at home 

that far exceeds what is used in the classroom.

The adoption of technology within education is a widely debated 

topic. A recent OECD global study of technology in the classroom 

suggested that choices made by educational institutions are critical 

to whether they benefit the student.
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“The role of a Virtual 
CIO/ IT Director is 
new to many centres 
of education”



Within education across the UK there are 1.3 million desktop 

computers, 840,000 laptops, 730,000 tablets (expected to rise 

to 939,000 by 2017), of which it is claimed 22% are “ineffec-

tive” in benefiting the student. In the USA, many schools are 

now choosing to replace tablets with Google ChromeBooks 

and other hybrid “cloud-based” devices, as real world ex-

periences have not lived up to expectations from deploying 

tablets to students.

We live in a competitive global market, where the next 

generation of workers will need skills in all areas of technol-

ogy. Making the optimal choice for your students, managing 

cyber security, facilitating safe secure document storage, 

sharing educational resources, allowing bring-your-own-

devices (BYOD), controlling internet access to appropriate 

sites, delivering modern relevant collaboration tools and also 

ensuring staff have tools for classwork preparation, student 

performance monitoring and relevant modern study aids are 

all part of the technology mix demanded by students and 

parents.

Virtual CIO
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“However beautiful 
the strategy, you 
should occasionally 
look at the results.”

- Winston Churchill



A Virtual CIO is a model of technology leadership that delivers all 

the benefits of a full time employee without the costs. Whereas an 

interim manager typically stays with your organisation for a short 

period, the Virtual CIO can (if you choose) stay with you for the 

long term. This delivers greater organisational insight to technology 

strategy development; long term commitment; integration with the 

leadership team and staff; ongoing oversight of projects; account-

ability for technology strategy, operational effectiveness, budget 

optimisation, vendor management and service delivery.
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“Is there a way to 
get the benefits 
of technology 
leadership, with-
out the cost?”

Educational establishments have continuously challenging budg-

ets, limited capital expenditure and find developing an effective 

technology strategy increasingly difficult. In house expertise is 

limited and many are now looking to partners to help define the 

strategy and plan.

This is where a highly experienced Virtual Chief Information 

Officer (CIO), or Virtual IT Director, can add great value to your 

management team. Many low-cost and free solutions exist to help 

you deliver the best technology to your students. In some cases, 

a move from on-premises servers and hardware to a Cloud based 

solution could reduce your technology costs, improve security 

and deliver a step-change in student and staff capability.



The Virtual CIO takes on the leadership role in the same way 

as a full time CIO, but operates for as many days per month as 

needed, or requested. The Virtual CIO is contracted for a num-

ber of days per month on a fixed term, or rolling basis. When 

they are not working for you they will be adding value with oth-

er organisations. Our vetted professionals can be trusted with 

confidential and sensitive information and become a valued 

member of your team

Today’s Virtual CIOs and Virtual IT Directors have to be expe-

rienced in a wide variety of technology deliverables and have 

experience in cybersecurity management, digital platform de-

velopment, smartphone optimised services, infrastructure and 

virtualisation, cloud services, software licensing, software devel-

opment, telecommunications and have an in-depth knowledge 

of solutions, vendors, products and capabilities, both current 

and emerging, across a wide range of educational requirements.

Virtual CIOs are being used by many institutions for differing 

needs and requirements. From charities needing technology 
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“Having a technology 
specialist who can hit 
the ground running, 
can see immediate 
opportunities to make 
a difference and con-
tribute to the wider 
education plan is an 
important part of any 
activity in 2016 and 
beyond”



CIOBureau provides a Virtual CIO and IT Director service 

to institutions looking for transformational change and 

technological evolution. We deliver a senior executive that 

serves as a CIO and IT advisor to your leadership team. 

We have a selection of cost effective services that range 

from one day per month for Leadership and strategy teams, 

through to one day per week operational management, up 

to full time interim management for extended periods.

“Whosoever desires 
constant success must 
change his conduct 
with the times.”

— Niccolo Machiavelli
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enquiry@ciobureau.co.uk

leadership that otherwise they could not afford; to schools 

and educational establishments looking to leverage cloud 

services and new advances in educational technology; to 

healthcare professionals looking for secure compliant sys-

tems within doctor surgeries and Trusts; to SME businesses 

that desperately wish to leverage technology and digital 

services, but have no budget for a full-time IT Director; to 

an enterprise looking for transformational leadership, board 

support and team mentoring.


